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Week Thirty-seven 

 

Fifty Shades march onward, taking their lead at the top to 12 points with just 

two weeks to go after a 6-2 win against Pair of Crackers. Pair of Crackers got 

off to a good start but were undone by Fifty Shades as first John Lester hit 

206 and then Sandra Simmonds followed up with a 203. Pair of Crackers 

managed to up their game in the second game to take the points despite Sandra 

hitting another 203 but Fifty Shades maintained their form to take the final 

game and continue their push for the title. Sandra finishing with 601 – 83 over 

average and Maggie Tucker 524 – 50 over average for Pair of Crackers. Mark 

Ten maintain second place despite a 6-2 loss to Phoenix, Phoenix getting off to 

the better start, taking the first game but Mark Ten came right back at them to 

take the second game. Phoenix were not to be denied and hit their best of the 

night in the third game with Anne Pearcey hitting 198 to help take the points and 

the over-all. Anne finishing with 476 – 39 over average and Peter Jefferies 

hitting 475 – 34 over average for Mark Ten. Generation Gap remain in third 

place, going down to a 6-2 defeat at the hands of Wipeout, who took the first 

two games. Generation Gap took the last to keep alive their slim hopes of 

catching the leaders. Tim Spivey on good form hitting 558 – 42 over average for 

Wipeout. 

Just the One! beat Trouble and Strike 8-0 with Karole Saint-Brice on good 

form, hitting a personal best 370 – 61 over average for Just the One! as 

Trouble and Strike struggled to get close. Shambles and We Woz Robbed 

shared the points with Shambles taking the first game. We Woz Robbed then 

took the second and then the third by just 2 pins but Shambles held on to the 

over-all.    


